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Dataset

Ranking Measures
•

•

Semantic similarity: Measures the overall
similarity in meaning between a question and a
document.

•

Relevance matching: Measures the word or
phrase level local interactions between pieces of
texts in a question and a document. More
important than semantic similarity for information
retrieval [1].

•
•

•

The QUestion Answering by Search And
Reading-Trivia (QUASAR-T),
Addresses the combination of retrieval and
machine reading.
43,013 open-domain questions based on trivia.
Candidate passages in this dataset are collected
from a Lucene based search engine, built upon
ClueWeb09.

Top passages returned by the two rankers for a question from test set

InferSent Ranker
• Semantic similarity based ranker
• We use InferSent [3], a sentence encoder
trained on Natural Language Inference
corpora, to encode the question and
sentences in paragraph.
• Paragraphs are represented as sum of
InferSent representations of sentences.

Relation-Networks (RN) Ranker
• Relevance-matching based ranker
• We use adaptation of Relation-Networks [4],
to measure the relevance between the words
in questions and words in paragraph.

Training Criterion
•

Margin ranking loss is used for both rankers:

Recall of Rankers
Machine Reader
• We use the Document Reader of DrQA [2],
the open-domain QA system that combines
search engine and neural-network based
machine reader.
• Re-train DrQA on QUASAR-T dataset.

Paragraph Selection

Overall QA Performance

Conclusion
•

Interesting observation: Relation-Networks
learn to predicts the answer on its own

•

Relevance matching based ranker
(Relation-Networks) provides much better
retrieval recall

•

But semantic similarity based ranker
(InferSent ranker) has better overall QA
performance

•

High recall doesn’t always translate to high
overall QA performance
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